
Orthography and Pronunciation

The following is the alphabetical order of the Koasati to English

section of the dictionary: ?, a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, 1, i, m, n, o, p,

r, s, t, u, V, w, X, y; nasalized vowels are listed after vowel-n sequences.
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The following list indicates the pronunciation of Koasati sounds in

relation to English.

? glottal stop, pronounced as a catch in the throat, as in the

English interjection "uh-oh."

a a low central vowel, like the a in English father. Long a is

written a;, and pronounced like the a in English heart. Nasalized

a is written ^, and is pronounced like a, with some of the breath

of its production passing through the nose.

b a voiced, fortis, and unaspirated stop, like English b.

c a voiceless, fortis, and aspirated stop (phonetically [c]), usually

pronounced like English ch. By some people it is pronounced
ts as in English bats.

d voiced, lenis, and unaspirated, found only in borrowings from
English.

e a mid front vowel, pronounced like English ey in the interjection

hey.

f a bilabial fricative, [4>]. It is produced by friction between the

narrowed lips, unlike English, in which/is produced by bringing

the upper lip close to the lower teeth.

g voiced, lenis, and unaspirated, found only in borrowings from

English.

h a velar fricative with a number of allophones. Word initially and
intervocalically, it is a voiceless aspirate, pronounced similarly to

English h. Word finally, /t is a voiceless continuation of the

preceding vowel. In consonant clusters, h frequently has a

pharyngeal allophone [fi], which is produced by a tightening of

the larynx during its production.

i a high front vowel, pronounced very much like the / in English

pin. Long /, written /;, is pronounced like the / in English

machine. Nasalized / is written { and is pronounced like /, with

some of the breath of its production passing through the nose.

j voiced, lenis, and unaspirated, found only in borrowings from
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English.

k a voiceless, fortis, and aspirated stop, like English k.

1 a lateral consonant pronounced like English /.

\ a lateral lEricative, [i]. It does not occur in English or in any
other European language. It is pronounced by placing the

tongue in the position for /, and allowing air to pass voicelessly

and with friction around the sides of the tongue. Many Koasati-

speaking people think that f is the same as English th; however,
this is due to the fact that in their dialect of English they replace

th [0] with [i], saying iifjk for standard English Oiffk *think'.

m a bilabial nasal pronounced like English m.

n a dental nasal pronounced like English n.

o a mid back vowel, pronounced very much like the o in English

coat. Loiig o, written o:, is pronounced like the o in English

know. Nasalized o is written q, and is pronounced like o, with

some of the breath of its production passing throu^ the nose.

p a voiceless, fortis, and aspirated stop, pronounced much like

English /?.

r a rare variant of / and s found in a few native words. In native

words it is a buzzing continuant [j], much like Chinese r, in

borrowings from English it is pronounced like English r.

s a dental-palatal fricative with a number of allophones. It has

the dental allophone [s], pronounced like En^sh s when it

occurs as any member of a consonant cluster or initially in a
word before a. It has the alveolar allophone [§], a backed s not

found in English, in word-final position and initially in a word
before /. It has the palatal allophone [s], pronounced like

English sh, intervocalically and initially before o.

t a voiceless, fortis, and aspirated stop, like English t.

u a high back vowel, occurring only in a few interjections,

pronounced like the oo in English food. Long u is written u:.

This vowel does not occur nasalized.
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V a voiced bilabial fricative, [^], though borrowed from the English

labiodental fricative, pronounced by placing the lips in position

for making a Koasati/and voicing the breath as it is expelled.

w a bilabial glide, pronounced like English w.

X a velar fricative, it does not occur in English. It is found only in

a few interjections and is pronounced like the ch in Scots

English loch or German bach,

y a palatal glide, pronounced like English y.

: an orthographic symbol which indicates that the preceding vowel
is long.

^ an orthographic symbol which indicates that the vowel beneath
which it is placed is nasalized.

Accents

Koasati has three pitch accents: low ["], high ['], and high rising-

falling ["]. In addition, there is a mid level of pitch that is unmarked.
All the pitch accents in verbal forms are morphologically motivated.

The high and low accents are induced by the indicative form of the

verb. Most verbs take the high accent in the indicative; only a few take

the low. Pitch accent in nominal forms is lexical in nature. Every noun
must have an accented syllable. The vast majority of root (i.e.,

underived) nouns have regular accentuation based on the shape of the

penultimate syllable of the word; if the penultimate syllable has a long

vowel, that syllable bears the accent; if the penultimate syllable does
not have a long vowel, then the ultima bears the accent. In this

dictionary all pitch accents are written, even though the vast majority

can be derived by rule.

Towards a Practical Orthography for Koasati

There has never been a standard written form for Koasati. When
obliged to write anything in their own language, Koasati speakers try

to use English orthography with hyphens written between syllables.

Douglas John's 1930 work, the only surviving Koasati manuscript of any
length, writes with an idiosyncratic syllabic script of uncertain origin.
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